
CreditSHIELD
Device-Based Credit Intelligence

Alternative Credit Scoring
Using Device Metadata

Product 
Factsheet

Financial institutions typically rely on users' payment and 
borrowing history to generate credit scores and make credit risk 
decisions. This limiting range of scoring criteria excludes a large 
portion of potentially good borrowers with non-existent or thin 
credit records. Users today manage a significant portion of their 
lives through their smartphones, giving rise to a wealth of 
untapped data.

CreditSHIELD converts non-PII metadata from users' mobile 
phones into actionable credit scores. Leveraging credit 
intelligence derived from device data, CreditSHIELD helps 
financial institutions tap into brand new customer segments 
while reducing fraud and default losses.

Credit Risk Intelligence for

E-wallets

E-commerce

Banking

Insurance 

Online Lending

Auto Lending



Why CreditSHIELD

Build More Comprehensive Risk Profiles
Our deep learning algorithms convert device intelligence into credit
scores and credit risk indicators. These intuitive metrics can be 
easily integrated into your credit decisioning models and help you 
build a more comprehensive picture of your users' risk profile.

Uncover User Personas with Device Metadata
Leveraging SHIELD's proprietary device fingerprinting technology,
CreditSHIELD collects and analyzes thousands of mobile phone
attributes such as device hardware, geolocation and connectivity
data to determine behavioral patterns and borrowers' financial 
health.

Compliant with Data Privacy Regulations
CreditSHIELD uses only non-PII data to score your users. Our 
solution prioritizes user privacy and is compliant with GDPR and all 
local data privacy laws.



Score users instantly 
with device metadata

Benefits

Expand your User Base
Tap into new customer segments with actionable credit scores derived from alternative data. 
Access underserved markets and grow your revenues without increasing risk exposure.

Reduce Fraud and Default Risk
Leverage device-based credit intelligence to build a more comprehensive picture of your 
users’ risk profile. Make more informed credit decisions to mitigate risks.

Increase Your Return on Investment
Understand and segment your users to invest in the right profiles and reduce the risk of 
customer switching. Tap on device intelligence to drive an effective user engagement strategy.

About Us
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Trusted By Leading Superapps & Enterprises

For more information on SHIELD, visit www.shield.com.

SHIELD is a mobile-first risk intelligence company. We help world-leading enterprises build 
trust and safety by stopping fraud and abuse. Trusted across all continents by enterprises 
such as Razer, Alibaba, and BEAT, we protect over seven billion devices and 500 million user 
accounts every year.


